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COMMUNITY CONNECTION THROUGH A SUSTAINABLE HUB
AND TRAIL SYSTEM IN MARIPOSA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

BACKGROUND
Today, Mariposa county’s culture is heavily rooted in rural
lifestyle. The communities in Mariposa county are sparse and at
a very low population density. The economy relies heavily on
the environment due to its proximity to Yosemite National Park,
and a large percentage of the economy is derived from tourism.
Mariposa county is often overshadowed by the more well-known
Yosemite valley, though the natural landscape in Mariposa
county is comparable to Yosemite’s beauty, and has economic
potential.
Mariposa has always been an arid Mediterranean climate, with
fast Southeast and Northwestern winds. These characteristics
have made wildfire a common occurrence. Before the arrival of
European setters, the people that inhabited the area used to
periodically set fires to promote growth of plants that were
important to their diet. By the 1850s the amount of grass and
shrubbery decreased due to the introduction of fire suppression.
According to the National Parks Servce, “more than 80 years of
fire suppression in Yosemite has adversely affected wildlife

habitat over a much larger area of the park” (nps.com, 2015)
This has also led t o the introduction of larger and more
dangerous fires.
With the establishment of Yosemite national park, Mariposa’s
economy has shifted to be more tourism driven. Due to the
county’s reliance on the national park, the economy is
weakest during the period after the tourism season ends.
MAJOR ISSUES
• Increasing wildfire prevalence in Mariposa county due to fire
suppression over time
• Increasing population of unemployment within the county
outside of Yosemite National Park.
• Lack of Economy structure within County other than Yosemite
National Park
• Lack of identity for the town in the county

ASSUMPTIONS
• 0.1% population growth rate every year for next 30 years
• Tourism is largest economic driver, and will continue to be so
• Wildfires will continue to occur at varying sizes every year
• No budgetary limitations
GOALS
• Increase local economic prosperity connecting the existing
tourism
• Create a more environmentally resilient community
• Connect communities to provide a deeper sense of county
identity and pride
MAJOR INNOVATIONS
GRN 12 Green Roofs
WAT 02 Water Retention
ENE 01 Renewable Energy Sources
ENE 13 Developments in Battery Storage
TRA 16 Transportation Network with Sustainable Energy Infra.
TRA 14 Bike shares and EBikes
IND/COM 16 The Future of Small Businesses
RES 01 Building Solar Integration
RES 11 Adaptable Housing
MIX 01 Mixed Use Development

LOCATION MAP
EARLY ADOPTER SCENARIO
With an early adoption of these innovations, more can be done in
order to maximize revenue potential from tourism, begin creating
an extensive trail system to connect the communities the quickest,
and provide the most opportunity for wildfire response access in
previously difficult to access terrain.
Conclusion
As the next 30 years of development is accompanied with the
proposed innovations from the start, ‘Early Adopter’ yields the best
possible outcome for the overall innovation and fire mitigation.
This Strategy would better mitigate the economy in a quicker
process and bring in tourists to the communities to sustain more
the communities economic health.
Decision Priorities

EARLY ADOPTER 2020

EARLY ADOPTER 2035

EARLY ADOPTER 2050
LATE ADOPTER SCENARIO
Later adoption of these innovations means more time with
natural growth. This allows for a steady flow of income via
tourism, and a slow population increase. Though this doesn’t
allow for the most gradual change over time, the length of time
before implementing innovations can potentially invoke a sense
of urgency to increase wildfire preparedness and resiliency
throughout the county. This results in more drastic changes
more rapidly, and this can create a sort of economic boom for
the county more so than in Scenario A.
Conclusion
In the ‘late adopter’ scenario, the proposed changes and
innovations will be implemented in 2035. To reiterate, by 2050
the area will have endured 15 years of development with little
change to the city’s current standard operations, followed by 15
years of adoptions to the proposed changes applicable to the
area. Which will bring prosperity in a more long term process.

PROJECT SURROUNDINGS

LATE ADOPTER 2035

LATE ADOPTER 2050
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TRAIL MASTER PLAN
The vision is to connect
major communities of
Mariposa County through
linking of existing trails and
establishing a hub system
to allow for multi-day
backpacking system. Allowing
for an increase of wildfire
management access and
tourist targeted recreation,
leading to the development of
self sustaining communities.

NO ADOPTER SCENARIO
No adoption of any of these innovation allows for some
comfortability within the county and the county’s government,
though this is not ideal because it does not make any effort to
increase the resiliency in the county, and the foreseen “natural”
growth of the county is not enough to create a large increase in
tourism revenue, or increase the county’s wildfire preparedness
in response to an increasing number of wildfires.
Conclusion
As the population grows and uncontrolled development is
able to spread like wildfire, there will be a continuity of fires
within the county. The Economic problem would get worse
through the years with less money and more unemployment
and homelessness within the residence. Trails will keep going
undeveloped and degrade themselves due to Erosion and
landslides.

NO ADOPTER 2050
GEODESIGN METHOD - PARTICIPITORY CHANGE MODEL

MARIPOSA OUTREACH COMMUNITY CENTER
This project hopes to address two main concerns: community
development and controlling wildfires. An information center will
educate people about wildfires, while commercial space allows
for local business to develop.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
The introduction of these plans results in an increase in
modernization throughout the two towns in Mariposa county.
The people of Mariposa county are seen to benefit in terms of
economics from these developments, and because of the ability
to control residential sprawl with this plan, the environmental
impact over time will be mediated as well. Benefits decrease as
the plans transition from early adopter to non-adopter, and in
the non-adopter phase, extreme detriment to economic growth,
industry, sustainable communities and climate action through
sprawling residential development.

BIOHUBS
The vision is to connect major communities of Mariposa county
through linking existing trails and establishing a hub system.
This will also allow for increased wildfire management access
and tourist targeted recreation, leading to the development of
self-sustaining communities.

REDEFINING WUI
The vision of the project is to provide
a protective fire break while serving
as a recreational open space around
key areas of the wildland urban
interface (WUI) communities.
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